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I'm French. Why do You think I have this outrageous accent, you 
silly king



Panel 1-Introduction





Panel 2-The Etoile

Jim thinks that Harold’s outrageous French 
accent combined with the quote “I fart in 
your general direction,” got a good laugh 
out of everyone at the table., He suggests a 
point of Camp for Harold’s character 
Cordon Bleu.
Later Cordon Blue is facing six zombies of 
the Dread Legion and it’s looking bad. 
 Harold spends a point of camp and 
declares “I’m going to jump to the second 
story of the building behind me to avoid the 
Dread Legion.” 



Normally this action would take a critical success and 
a descriptor of leaping in Cordon blue’s body ability 
(which he does not have) but the spending of a Camp 
Point allows him to exceed his normal limitations and 
bound backwards to the top of the building, 
successfully putting himself out of harm’s way.

RESERVED FOR
 FUTURE PICTURE



Panel 3-Game Play

Example:
Jim is hosting OdE tonight and roles the following 
on the story matrix: 2,4,5,3, and 1 giving him the 
following words: Marie-Antoinette, Treason, 
Castle, That Night and Money.

Jim thinks of three different plots in which to use 
these words:

Marie-Antoinette will commit treason in the 
Castle tonight for money.

-or-
Tonight treason will be committed at the Castle 
while Marie-Antoinette is getting money.

-or-
Later tonight Marie-Antoinette will be caught with 
money in her purse at the castle and accused of 
committing treason.



Example of Game Play





Example: 
Antoine, Dread Lord of CoRe has an Antagonist 
Rating of 6.  Jim decides during a scene involving 
Cordon Bleu, La Madeline, Bastille and Antoine that 
He will split Antoine's Antagonist Rating and apply 
them as such:
2 towards negative modifiers to all Three 
Characters, giving them each a -2 modifier to their 
Fate Roles for the rest of the scene. 

Panel 4 - Antagonist



Villains



Panel 5 - The End Game 



Etoile Dossier



Etoile Dossier




